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Interest in understanding the extent of plastic and specifically microplastic pollution has
increased on a global scale. However, we still know relatively little about how much
plastic pollution has found its way into the deeper areas of the world’s oceans. The
extent of microplastic pollution in deep-sea sediments remains poorly quantified, but this
knowledge is imperative for predicting the distribution and potential impacts of global
plastic pollution. To address this knowledge gap, we quantified microplastics in deep-
sea sediments from the Great Australian Bight using an adapted density separation
and dye fluorescence technique. We analyzed sediment cores from six locations (1–6
cores each, n = 16 total samples) ranging in depth from 1,655 to 3,062 m and offshore
distances ranging from 288 to 356 km from the Australian coastline. Microplastic counts
ranged from 0 to 13.6 fragments per g dry sediment (mean 1.26 ± 0.68; n = 51). We
found substantially higher microplastic counts than recorded in other analyses of deep-
sea sediments. Overall, the number of microplastic fragments in the sediment increased
as surface plastic counts increased, and as the seafloor slope angle increased. However,
microplastic counts were highly variable, with heterogeneity between sediment cores
from the same location greater than the variation across sampling sites. Based on our
empirical data, we conservatively estimate 14 million tonnes of microplastic reside on
the ocean floor.

Keywords: deep-sea, fiber, fragment, microplastics, pollution, sediment

INTRODUCTION

Plastic pollution of the world’s oceans is an internationally recognized environmental issue (UNEP,
2018). The extent of this pollution, and increasing understanding of its potential impacts, make it
a matter of increasing public concern (Bonanno and Orlando-Bonaca, 2018). Millions of tonnes
of plastic enter the marine environment annually, and quantities are expected to increase in
coming years (Jambeck et al., 2015; Geyer et al., 2017; Lebreton and Andrady, 2019). Over
time, plastic items in the marine environment can degrade or break down into smaller pieces
predominantly through weathering and mechanical forces such as wave action and abrasion with
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sand (Thompson et al., 2004; Corcoran et al., 2009). Once a
plastic item is between 5 mm and 1 µm, it is defined as
microplastic (MP) (GESAMP, 2015). Due to their size, MPs are
easily ingested by an extensive range of marine species from high
to low trophic species (Wright et al., 2013) and can cause negative
effects on organisms (Teuten et al., 2009; Galloway, 2015; Auta
et al., 2017; Hermabessiere et al., 2017).

Research has shown that plastic pollution (including MPs)
accumulate in seafloor sediments either directly by sinking
through the water column or indirectly via currents and
sediments transported down continental slopes (Clark et al.,
2016). However, the extent of MP accumulation in deep-sea
sediments is poorly understood due to numerous logistical
factors. Namely, the ocean is deep and vast, and there are
significant costs and operational challenges associated with
obtaining samples from deep-sea environments. Regardless of
these limitations, it is important to investigate MPs in the benthic
environment as the deep seabed may be harboring a large amount
of plastic pollution that is unaccounted for Woodall et al. (2014).
To date, MPs have been found in deep-sea sediments in surveyed
areas of all major oceans (e.g., Van Cauwenberghe et al., 2013;
Bergmann et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2020). Although all major
oceans have been explored, the survey areas are small and scarce,
and to date, there have been no studies of deep-sea sediments in
Australian waters.

To fill this knowledge gap, we sampled deep-sea sediment
from the Great Australian Bight (GAB), a large ocean area to
the south of Australia that is home to a range of iconic marine
species (CSIRO, 2018). The risk of plastic pollution on the seabed
here via local land-based sources is extremely low due to the
low population density in adjacent coastal areas (Hardesty et al.,
2017). However, when considering the estimated movements
of ocean surface particles on a global scale (UNEP, 2016), the
GAB is not immune to land-based sourced of plastic pollution
and may be receiving plastic pollution from as far away as
Africa and Asia (Lebreton et al., 2012; van Sebille et al., 2015).
Furthermore, ocean-based anthropogenic activity due to the GAB
supporting Australia’s largest fishing industry (CSIRO, 2018) and
mining exploration (O’Neil, 2003), sea-based sources of pollution
are not unlikely. Despite the region’s ecological and economic
importance, the GAB has only been previously surveyed in one
marine plastics study, which focused on the ocean surface and
found low levels of floating plastic pollution (Reisser et al., 2013).

In addition to investigating the quantity and distribution of
seabed MPs in the region, we used oceanographic models to
assess the potential origin sources of MP we observed. Finally, we
extrapolated from our empirical data to provide a conservative
global and mass of MPs on the seabed floor.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample Collection
Deep-sea sediments were collected from six locations in the GAB
in March and April 2017 (Figure 1). Sample locations ranged
from 288 to 356 km off the Australian coastline with ocean depths
ranging from 1,655 to 3,062 m (Table 1). A remotely operated

vehicle deployed from the REM Etive (Voyage RE2017_C01)
was used to press polycarbonate sediment cores (500 mm long,
100 mm internal diameter) into the seafloor, with between one
and six cores collected at each of the six survey sites (Table 1).
Onboard the vessel, each core was subsampled using two to
three polypropylene mini-cores (91 mm long, 29 mm wide),
and one bulk sample was taken from the surface of each main
core. In total, 35 mini-core subsamples and 16 bulk subsamples
were collected, totaling 51 subsamples for analysis (Table 1). All
subsamples were wrapped in aluminum foil and immediately
frozen for storage. Sampling personnel wore cotton fiber overalls
to minimize sampling contamination through air-borne plastic
fibers from clothing.

Laboratory Analysis
The laboratory analysis method was adapted from an MP
fluorescence technique developed by Maes et al. (2017). Sediment
subsamples were defrosted and homogenized with filtered
deionized water. Each subsample was homogenized via gentile
agitation. Approximately 15 g (about a third of each mini-core)
of each homogenized subsample was added to 30 mL of zinc
chloride (ZnCl2) solution (density of 1.37 g mL−1) and 400 µL of
Nile Red dye solution (Nile Red 1 mg: n-propanol 1 mL) to give a
final concentration of approximately 10 µg mL−1 Nile Red. Each
subsample was treated individually in this way. These subsamples
were agitated on an orbital shaker for 30 min and centrifuged
at 1,800 × g for 5 min. Following centrifuging, the supernatant
was vacuum filtered through a 0.22 µm mixed cellulose ester
filter membrane. The sediment was rinsed with another 30 mL
of ZnCl2 solution and centrifuged again at 1,800 × g for 5 min.
The rinsing and centrifuging step was repeated a second time;
hence, a total of three supernatant volumes were collected per
sediment subsample. The supernatant from each subsample was
then filtered through a single filter paper for microscopy analyses.
The specific density of the ZnCl2 solution, combined with the
centrifuging step, reduced the possibility of organic matter in
the collected supernatant per subsample. This was an important
step because organic matter is also known to take up Nile Red
dye (Shim et al., 2016) and can potentially lead to false-positive
results. A ratio of wet to dry sediment mass (air-dried while
covered with pre-rinsed aluminum foil, with mass measured to
four decimal places) was determined for each subsample and used
to convert the number of MPs per wet sediment to a dry sediment
result (per gram of dry sediment).

Quantification Analysis Using
Fluorescence Microscopy
The MPs present on each subsample filter were counted using
a Leica MZ16FA microscope viewed at 25 times magnification
with a fluorescent light source and a GFP2 filter. Microscope
camera settings: exposure 240.9 mS, gain 4.9×, saturation 0.25,
and gamma 0.73. MPs were categorized as being fragments or
fibers. We counted all MPs that were ≥50 µm in size (see section
“Methodological Considerations” for more information about the
size limitation applied). A qualitative verification analysis was
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FIGURE 1 | Great Australian Bight sampling site locations with bathymetry; n = the number of sediment cores collected per site, latitude, and longitude are in
decimal degrees.

TABLE 1 | Sediment core and subsample information, including ocean depth at the sample location and the distance from the nearest Australian coastline.

Site name Core number Number of mini-core
subsamples

Number of bulk-surface
subsamples

Ocean depth (meters) Approximate distance
from coast (km)

A 1 2 1 2,073 349

B 1 3 0 3,016 356

2 2 1 3,016 356

3 2 1 3,051 356

4 2 1 3,052 356

5 2 1 3,055 356

6 2 1 3,062 356

C 1 2 1 2,783 355

2 2 1 2,821 355

D 1 2 1 1,655 312

2 2 1 1,659 312

E 1 3 1 2,502 291

2 3 1 2,502 291

3 3 1 2,502 291

F 1 2 1 2,253 288

2 2 1 2,253 288

performed to confirm if the fluorescing fragments were, in fact,
plastic (see section Verification of Microplastics).

Prevention of Microplastic
Contamination During Laboratory
Analysis
Contamination is a major issue in MP laboratory-based work.
Therefore, we took several measures to prevent environmental
contamination from impacting our results. First, during sampling
onboard the vessel, a cotton over suit was worn by all personnel
involved, and the mini-core sampling tubes and wrapping foil

were pre-rinsed in deionized water. In the laboratory, we pre-
rinsed all equipment three times with deionized water prior to
use, and glass equipment was used where possible. All solutions
were filtered through 0.22 µm mixed cellulose ester membranes.
The laboratory analyst wore dark-colored merino wool clothing
with their hair tied back, and the laboratory floor, benchtops, and
fume cabinet were cleaned daily prior to analysis using a natural
fiber (bamboo) paper towel and water. Where possible, laboratory
processes were carried out within a fume cabinet to minimize
air-borne contamination. Finally, only essential people were in
the laboratory during the sediment analysis to minimize the
introduction of any clothing or air-borne fibers into the sediment
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samples. During method trials, wet-mount filter membranes were
placed in the fume cabinet for the duration of the analysis. We
observed zero MPs on the wet-mount filter membranes following
adjustment for the MP counts from negative control samples.
This meant that environmental MP contamination was unlikely
to be influential on the sample results.

Method Verification
Laboratory Method Verification
The following steps were taken to enable the detection of any
potential contamination in the laboratory analysis;

• The 51 sediment subsamples were randomly assigned a
laboratory analysis order.
• Approximately every five subsamples (n = 10), a duplicate

was taken from the same sediment subsample and analyzed
the same as all other subsamples.
• Experimental replicates were included in the analyses as the

subsamples from each main sediment core.
• Negative controls were processed approximately every eight

samples (n = 6) using the same method as the subsamples
(minus the sediment). Meaning the zinc chloride and Nile
Red dye solution was added to an empty tube, centrifuged
and filtered repeatably, then analyzed under microscopy as
per the subsamples. The mean MP count observed in the
negative controls was subtracted from each subsample MP
count to account for environmental contamination.
• Positive controls were analyzed approximately every eight

subsamples (n = 6) using known common polymers (PP,
PVC, LDPE, HDPE, and PS). These polymers were cut into
2 mm × 2 mm squares and added to each positive control
at a concentration of 20 pieces per 15 g sediment. The near-
perfect square shape of the known plastic pieces meant
they were unlikely to be mistaken for MPs already in the
sediment. The mean MP count from the positive controls
was used to calculate a recovery percentage, which was
factored into the MP count for each sediment subsample.
• The laboratory analyst was not aware of the sample or

control order when counting MPs.

Due to the negative control and recovery adjustments, the final
MP count for each subsample was not always a positive number.
In this instance, the MP count was reported as 0 (for example, if,
after adjustments, an MP count was−1, it was reported as 0).

Verification of Microplastics
Following microscopy, the fluorescing MP fragments were
analyzed with Optical photothermal infrared (O-PTIR)
spectroscopy to verify them as being a polymer. O-PTIR
spectroscopy is a novel method for qualitative analysis of MPs
with a previous study indicating it may be a better technique for
detecting environmental plastics (nano) than other IR techniques
(Merzel et al., 2020). The O-PTIR was used with an mIRage IR
microscope (Photothermal Spectroscopy Corp., Santa Barbara,
CA, United States) equipped with a Quantum Cascade Laser
(QCL) with a tunable range from 790 to 1890 cm−1, an Optical
Parametric Oscillators (OPO) laser with a tunable range from

2700 to 3600 cm−1 and a continuous-wave probe laser at 532 nm
with adjustable output powers.

Spectra and images were collected through a 40×, 0.78
NA, 8 mm-working-distance, all-reflective Cassegrain objective.
The MP fragments samples were placed on a standard
75 mm× 25 mm microscope slide. O-PTIR was operated at 80%
(QCL) or 16% (OPO) IR power, 5% probe power, and the system
was purged with dry nitrogen to maintain a constant humidity
at 0%. O-PTIR spectra were collected on MP surfaces with an
effective spectral resolution of 2 cm−1 and co-averaged for 10–
20 spectral scans. O-PTIR data were processed using PTIR studio
software (Photothermal Spectroscopy Corp., Santa Barbara,
CA, United States). Spectra were “deglitched” to remove laser
intensity jumps arising around the transition wavelength between
QCL laser stages. Savitzky-Golay smoothing (polynomial order
3, side points 6) was applied to the point spectra. The spectra
obtained from each MP fragment analyzed were matched to
the closest known spectra using SpectraBase (Jung et al., 2018;
Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc, 2020). A minimum of five matching
absorption bands were required for acceptable identification.

As our study was focused on the quantity of MPs rather
than the plastic material of which they were comprised, only a
portion of MPs underwent O-PTIR. Eight sediment subsamples
were prepared for O-PTIR verification (at least one from each
major sampled site location) with 24 fragments identified as MPs
through the staining technique. A random subset of 8 (30%) of
these fragments were analyzed (discussed in section “Verification
of Microplastics”).

Statistical Analyses
We restricted statistical analyses to fragment counts as these were
the data of highest quantity. We acknowledge that fiber counts
were few in number and could have resulted from contamination
(see section “Laboratory Method Considerations”). Hence,
they were excluded from analyses. To investigate sampling
and experimental bias, we looked for a correlation between
results (MP fragment counts) and sediment sampling order,
and laboratory analysis order using the respective coefficients
of determination. Method verification was investigated by
comparing results from the replicate samples (subsamples from
the same sediment core) and the larger cores from the same
sample site location using the statistics software R (R Core
Team, 2017). We performed a Generalized Additive Model
(GAM) between MP fragment counts of the replicate samples,
and applying a Tweedie distribution, to look for a statistically
significant relationship. Tweedie was selected as the best-suited
distribution family because the experiment results (MPs) were
in the form of count data where the mean and variance were
not considered to be equal. The MP count variance was also
investigated using a GAM where a fixed effect was used to test
for significant differences in subsample types (mini-cores versus
bulk subsamples), core identification, and site location.

We investigated the potential causes of MPs observed in
the sediment by identifying natural site attributes and potential
anthropogenic associations of relevance. The following factors
were considered to have a potential causal effect on MP fragment
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counts in GAB sediments: ocean depth, the distance from the
nearest coastal town with regard to town population [distance
in km × (town population/total population of South Australia)],
fishing effort (the number of fishing vessels adjacent to the
sampling site in a given year), location (latitude and longitude),
proximity to the nearest oil exploration site (anthropogenic
activity investigating site suitability for an oil and gas well),
shipping activity (the number of transit ships passing through the
ocean area adjacent to the sampling site), surface plastic plume
(the estimated amount of plastic floating on the ocean surface
above the sediment sample sites), and seafloor slope (derived
from detailed seafloor bathymetry information obtained during
the sampling voyage). Although the list of explanatory variables
included seems extensive, we wanted to explore which factors
could potentially influence MP counts: local anthropogenic
variables or greater environmental variables.

To investigate which combination of variables had the
strongest effect on the MP fragment counts, we implemented
a dredge function in the R statistical language (2017). This
was done using the Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) to
determine the variable effect compared to the null hypothesis
(no variables having any effect on MP counts). To control for
correlation among the explanatory variables, we removed from
the model any two variables with a correlation >0.7 within the
same model. This combination of variables was then analyzed
against MP fragment counts using a GAM in R (2017), again with
a Tweedie distribution. The best GAM provided the likelihood
of the selected explanatory variables effect on MP counts in
the sediments (Table 2). We then compared the effect size
of the variables within the selected model by multiplying the
regression coefficient for a variable by the median value of that
variable in our data.

RESULTS

Method Verification
For analysis and verification of the robustness of the method
we employed, we ran positive and negative controls (as
outlined in the methods). The mean MP count in the negative

TABLE 2 | The best fit GAM (based on the lowest AIC value) for investigating
potential explanatory variable effects on MP counts.

Covariates used in model AIC

Ocean depth + Seafloor slope + Surface plastic plume 170.77

Seafloor slope + Surface plastic plume 170.84

Surface plastic plume 171.06

Fishing effort + Longitude + Seafloor slope 172.15

Distance from the nearest coastal town + Fishing effort + Seafloor slope 172.18

Fishing effort + Latitude + Seafloor slope 172.50

Fishing effort + Seafloor slope + Surface plastic plume 172.54

All covariates in the model (Distance from the nearest coastal
town + Fishing effort + Latitude + Longitude + Ocean depth + Proximity
to oil exploration site + Seafloor slope + Shipping activity + Surface
plastic plume)

173.93

Null model 177.11

control samples was 0.175 ± 0.046 fragments per gram of dry
sediment. The mean MP recovery of positive controls was 71%.
Sediment sampling order, laboratory sample processing order,
and subsample type (mini-core or bulk) were found to have
no influence on MP results. The duplicate samples had a mean
count difference of 0.26 ± 0.052 fragments g−1 of dry sediment.
A significant relationship was found between MP counts from
the sample replicates (subsamples of each sediment core) (p-
value < 0.05). All of the MP fragments that underwent O-PTIR
analysis were confirmed as being MPs. Specifically, we observed
cis-polyisoprene (n = 4), polyurethane (n = 2), polyester (n = 1),
and polypropylene (n = 1) (Supplementary Material, Table S1
and Figures S1–S6).

Microplastic Counts
Based on the Nile Red staining, the MP counts from the 51 deep-
sea samples analyzed ranged from 0 to 13.6 fragments (mean of
1.26± 0.68 fragments) g−1 dry sediment. The average MP counts
for the six sediment locations were 0.97, 0.12, 0.17, 0.62, 2.90,
and 0.10 fragment g−1 dry sediment (sites A to F, respectively,
Figure 1). By comparison, fibers made up only 10% of all MPs
detected in the sediments, thus fibers were excluded from the
statistical analysis.

Sample Variability
The range of MP counts amongst cores was highly variable with
the overall mean fragment variance being 13.1 MPs g−1 dry
sediment. The standard error for MP fragment counts ranged
from ±0 to ±4.5 g−1 dry sediment, with an overall mean
standard error of ±0.68 fragments. Core B6 had the greatest
variability of MPs ranging from 0 to 13.6 g−1 dry sediment among
subsamples (Figure 2). The overall variance in MP counts at
a site location level was not significantly different. However, a
significant variance (p-value 0.002) was detected in results at a
core level (cores from the same location).

Spatial and Causal Association
Potential explanatory variables were added to a statistical model
(GAM) in differing combinations and compared for best fit

FIGURE 2 | Mean microplastic fragment counts (g−1 dry sediment) from the
16 sediment cores from the deep-sea Great Australian Bight. The middle line
on each box is the median, the lower and upper lines are the first and third
quartiles, and the whiskers represent the minimum and maximum MP counts.
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through the model AIC value. The explanatory variables present
in the model with the lowest AIC and those within two units
of the lowest AIC (Table 2) were the distance from the nearest
coastal town, fishing effort, latitude, longitude, ocean depth,
seafloor slope, and the surface plastic plume at the sediment
sample locations.

The best fit model included ocean depth, seafloor slope,
and surface plastic plume. These three variables in the model
explained 23.3% of the deviance in MP fragment counts. When
considering best fit model, a significant relationship was evident
between MP counts and the variables surface plastic plume
(p = 0.031) and seafloor slope (p = 0.002) (Table 3). MP counts
increased as surface plastic plume increased, and as the angle of
the seafloor slope increased. The median × coefficient was used
to compare the effect of the explanatory variables on MP counts
in the sediments. The surface plastic plume showed the greatest
effect on MP counts in sediments.

DISCUSSION

Microplastic Fragments in Deep-Sea
Sediments
The global ocean is expansive, covering more than 70% of
the earth’s surface. Given its vastness, and the cost associated
with sampling in remote areas, sampling of the seafloor is
variable and typically limited to small areas. From our work, the
average number of MPs from the GAB was 1.26 MPs g−1 dry
sediment. While there are no other deep-sea sediment studies
in Australia, two studies have investigated MP counts in coastal
ocean sediment in southern Australia. In the Derwent Estuary
in Tasmania, MP counts were 2–3 times higher than those we
observed (2.43 and 4.2 fragments g−1 sediment; Willis et al.,
2017). In another study, authors reported an average MP count
of 3.4 mL−1 of sediment from 42 sites across south-eastern
Australia (Ling et al., 2017). However, these sediments were from
coastal environments, and the majority of their findings were
filaments (Ling et al., 2017). Given the lack of contamination
prevention procedures, their higher counts may be in part due
to contamination issues. However, since both these studies are
from coastal areas with higher local population densities, it is not
surprising they reported substantially higher numbers of MPs.

While low compared to coastal sediment studies in Australia,
the MP counts from our study are high compared to other deep-
sea sediment analyses globally (Table 4). Four other studies of
MPs in deep-sea sediment reported MP counts similar to ours
including samples from the Arctic (Bergmann et al., 2017), the

Mediterranean (Woodall et al., 2014; Kane et al., 2020), the
North Atlantic (Woodall et al., 2014), and the Western Pacific
(Zhang et al., 2020; Table 4). Even in these instances, however, the
MP counts we observed were more than double those reported
in other studies, in spite of our careful measures to exclude
contamination and not including fibers.

Scaling up our empirical data to the global approximation, we
estimate that there could be as much as 14.4 million tonnes of
MP in the top 9 cm of sediment throughout the world’s ocean
(9 cm being the depth of our sediment cores and subsequent
results used for this estimation). Based on the MP count of global
deep-sea sediment studies (0.72 MP g−1 dry sediment; Table 4)
we estimate a mass of 8.4 million tonnes of MPs [determined
by first calculating the average MP count per wet sediment
volume, then multiplying by the average density of MP (1.099 g
per cm3; Kooi and Koelmans, 2019), per 100 µm (the average
MP size we observed), and finally scaling up to a global level
based on the ocean size estimate of 361,132,000 km2 (Pidwirny,
2006)]. Overall, given the much higher density of MPs reported
in sediment in coastal areas, both global estimates are extremely
conservative. The estimated global mass we calculated suggests
that the bottom of the ocean has between 34 and 57 times the
standing stock of plastic at the surface (based on the surface
estimate of 250,000 tonnes; Eriksen et al., 2014). However the
estimated mass is only a fraction of the annual input from coastal
pollution (between 1 and 1.7 times) based on 8.5 million tonnes
per year (Jambeck et al., 2015).

Variability in Microplastics
Interestingly, the variability in MPs was much higher within cores
at the same site (merely meters away) than we observed from
sediment sampled hundreds of kilometers away. It is likely that
this difference would be highlighted further if a greater number
of samples were collected and analyzed. The high variance at a
core level points to the high heterogeneity of MP deposition on
the seabed and the likely influence of oceanographic conditions
at a very fine scale. The small size and variable density of
MPs suggest these small particles are easily transported via
ocean currents (Lusher, 2015; Kane et al., 2020), climate and
weather changes (Welden and Lusher, 2017), fish and animal
behavior (Davidson, 2012; Cózar et al., 2014), biofouling (Ye and
Andrady, 1991; Fazey and Ryan, 2016), and buoyant rise velocity
(Reisser et al., 2013).

Additional implications of this variability suggest that the
MP counts in one sediment location are unlikely to be a
reliable predictor of MP counts nearby. We suggest that MP
sediment studies without replication at all levels (sample, site, and

TABLE 3 | A summary of the best fit model (GAM) outputs for the explanatory variable effect on MP counts.

Variable Estimate Standard error p-value Median Median × coefficient

Intercept −2.742 1.661 0.10530 – –

Surface plastic plume 1.018 × 102 3.151 × 101 0.00226 0.034 | 3.461|

Seafloor slope 9.847 × 10−3 4.432 × 10−3 0.03114 214.5 | 2.112|

Ocean depth −1.130 × 10−3 6.987 × 10−4 0.11269 2,503 | 2.828|
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TABLE 4 | Counts from all known studies of MP in deep-sea sediment studies.

Author Study contamination control Survey location Ocean depth (m) n MPs counts g−1 dry
sediment

Our study Great Australian Bight 1,670–3,060 16 0–13.6

Bergmann et al., 2017 More Arctic Sea 2,340–5,570 9 0.04–6.6

Cordova and Wahyudi, 2016 None Indian Ocean 67–2,182 10 0–0.24

Courtene-Jones et al., 2020 Equivalent North Atlantic Ocean 2,200 3 Maximum of 0.2

*Fischer et al., 2015 None NW Pacific Ocean 4,870–5,770 12 <0.1e

Kane et al., 2020 Equivalent Mediterranean Sea ∼150 to ∼1,400 16 0.18–3.8

Kanhai et al., 2019 Less Arctic Sea 885–4,353 11 0–0.2

Martin et al., 2017 Equivalent North Atlantic Ocean Not specified 11 0.04–0.22

Peng et al., 2020 Equivalent Pacific Ocean 4,800–10,980 6 Maximum of 0.7

Sanchez-Vidal et al., 2018 More Southern European
seas

42–3,500 29 0.39–0.41e

*Van Cauwenberghe et al., 2013 Less Southern Ocean
North Atlantic Ocean

Gulf of Guinea
Mediterranean Sea

2,750–4,880
4,840–4,840

4,790
1,180

3
3
3
2

0.07e

0.21e

0.0
0.07e

Woodall et al., 2014 Equivalent North Atlantic Ocean
Mediterranean Sea
SW Indian Ocean

1,400–2,200
300–3,500
900–1,000

5
4
3

0.21–1.40e

0.35–1.22e

0.05–0.14e

Zhang et al., 2020 Equivalent Western Pacific Ocean 4,601–5,732 15 0–1.04

*MPs defined as <1 mm (other studies, including ours, use the size definition of <5 mm). n is the number of sediment sample locations per study. Study contamination
control: None = no controls specified, Less = less rigorous control than this study, Equivalent = equivalent control to this study, More = more rigorous control than this study.
eExtrapolated values based on an average marine sediment density of 1.70 g/cm3 (Tenzer and Gladkikh, 2014) and a wet to dry sediment mass ratio of 2.97:1 based on
the average from our study.

region) should be treated with great caution. This is particularly
important when estimating global hotspots for MP deposition.

Explanatory Factors Associated With
Microplastic Deposition
While the high variance made the detection of spatial and causal
associations challenging, we found surface plastic plume and
seafloor slope angle were both significantly associated with MP
density. As plastic floating on the surface near the sampling site
increased, so too did the MP counts in the seabed sediments. We
also found that where the seafloor slope angle increased, there was
a corresponding increase in the number of MPs in the sediment.
Due to logistical difficulties, no samples were collected from the
bottom of a steep slope, where it might be expected that MP
fragments would accumulate even more.

Other studies have predicted the movement of surface
particles (including plastic pollution) to water south of Australia
from as far as Asia and Africa from a western direction (Lebreton
et al., 2012; van Sebille et al., 2015; UNEP, 2016). To investigate
a potential relationship between ocean currents and MP counts
in our study, the explanatory factor of site location longitude
was used because the main currents in the GAB (both local
and global) move in a longitudinal manner (Middleton and Bye,
2007). If plastic pollution driven by current had a significant
impact on MP counts in deep-sea sediments from the GAB,
then a statistical relationship would have been observed between
MP counts and longitude. However, no association was detected,
suggesting there was no significant relationship between current
driven plastic pollution and sediment MP density. The GAB
is a tumultuous body of water where current directions and

circulation patterns vary seasonably (Middleton and Bye, 2007;
Middleton et al., 2017). These oceanographic events are likely to
contribute to the highly variable MP counts in GAB sediments.

Methodological Considerations
Laboratory Method Considerations
Upon analysis of the 51 sediment subsamples, it was clear that
fibers were many fewer in number compared to fragments.
No correlation was detected between MP fiber and fragment
counts (r2 = 0.0002) within the sediment subsamples, and the
variation between fibers (in total) was only a tenth of the variation
among fragments. Thus we took the conservative perspective
that MP fibers resulted from contamination (sensu Wesch et al.,
2017; Willis et al., 2017), and we did not include them in
further analysis.

We verified our method based on the presence of an
association between MP results in sediment subsamples, the low
difference in the number of fragments between duplicates, as well
as the absence of an effect of MP counts and sampling order
and laboratory processing order. In addition, no statistically
significant difference was detected in MP counts between
subsample types (mini-core and bulk). However, there were still
two methodological issues to consider.

Firstly, the mean result of 71% of plastic fragments and fibers
recovered in the positive experimental controls was much lower
than expected given that laboratory equipment was triple rinsed
with deionized water where possible throughout the method,
thus creating ample opportunity for MPs to be washed onto the
membrane filter for microscopic observation. One reason for the
low recovery may have been due to the low-density nature of
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many MPs (Chubarenko et al., 2016), including those used in
the positive control. The low density of MPs means they were
likely subject to water surface tension tendencies, causing them to
remain fixed to the surface of laboratory equipment rather than
being carried onto membrane filters for microscopic analysis. To
increase the recovery of MPs from sediment in future analyses,
a drop of detergent could be added to laboratory solutions and
equipment rinsing water to reduce the presence of water surface
tension bonds (sensu Mani et al., 2015).

The second consideration is that of size reporting. In our
study, we only reported on MPs ≥50 µm (and ≤5 mm).
Implementing a size limitation in MP studies is not unusual (e.g.,
Kanhai et al., 2019), and in our case was applied due to the
presence of fragments of approximately 5–10 µm in size, which
could not be reliably counted. Furthermore, these fragments were
also too small to undergo qualitative analysis for confirmation
of material type. Given our focus on data quality, we opted for
a conservative, consistent size range where we could have high
confidence. We also thought it possible that the smaller fragments
were organic false-positive fragments because they increased
substantially when the laboratory analyst wore white cotton
overalls. To explore the potential false-positive fragments further,
atmospheric particulate matter (0.3–10 µm) was monitored. The
monitoring revealed that the laboratory space showed high levels
of atmospheric particulates (e.g., maximum of 47.7× 103 per m3

particles of 5 µm in size) (3.3–5.9 × 106 per m3) compared to a
laboratory space that is under strict cleanliness and quarantine
regulations (e.g., an accredited ISO Class 4 laboratory space
has 0 particles of 5 µm in size) (International Organization
for Standardization [ISO], 2015). Although many of these
atmospheric particulates were not likely MPs, air monitoring
suggested that efforts could be made to increase the cleanliness
of the laboratory environment, for example, using a laminar flow
workspace (Wesch et al., 2017). Anecdotally, we observed that
changing the laboratory analyst’s attire to dark-colored merino
wool fiber clothing reduced the number of suspected false-
positive fragments. Setting a fragment size limit well above the
size of the suspected false-positive fragments and as per other
studies (e.g., Frias et al., 2018) meant that smaller and suspected
false-positive fragments were not counted and had no impact on
the overall results and subsequent interpretation of our findings.

Verification of Microplastics
We used O-PTIR analysis to verify the Nile Red staining
technique with eight samples. Because the instrument was located
at a laboratory in another state, and given that fluorescence fades
with time, only a third of the samples intended for verification
were still fluorescing at the time of O-PTIR analysis. An obvious
remedy is to undertake all analyses at the same facility, if possible.

Even with the small proportion of fragments analyzed, the
O-PTIR verification step gave confidence that the fragments
identified as MPs through the Nile Red staining technique
were indeed MPs: 100% of the O-PTIR analyzed fragments
were confirmed as plastic. The four different plastic polymers
identified [cis-polyisoprene (rubber/latex), polyurethane,
polyester, and polypropylene] are all used in and may originate
from anthropogenic activities. However, cis-polyisoprene

also naturally occurs in a variety of ocean plants (Broadgate
et al., 2004). At this time, we cannot definitively identify
the cis-polyisoprene source. However, it’s unlikely that the
cis-polyisoprene came from natural sources given the depth
of the sediment studied and the absence of plant material in
any of the sediment cores. In the future, further research to
investigate the polymer types of each of the MPs found in the
sediment would be greatly beneficial to provide a clearer picture
of potential plastic origins.

CONCLUSION

The presence of MPs in sediment from each of the deep-sea
locations in the GAB has highlighted both the ubiquity and the
heterogeneity of MPs in the marine environment. We found that
the distribution of MPs at a deep-sea level correlated with surface
plastic plume and seafloor slope (at least in the absence of deeper
sinks such as submarine canyons which are known to have higher
MP densities (Mordecai et al., 2011; Pham et al., 2014). This
suggests that plastic fragments floating in the ocean surface layers
may, in fact, settle to the bottom, making the benthic sediments
a sink for this material. However, our estimated 14.4 million
tonnes of MPs in deep-sea sediment does not account for the
estimated 8 million tonnes of plastic lost from the world’s coast
annually (Jambeck et al., 2015). In spite of claims that the
seabed floor is a major “sink” (Woodall et al., 2014; Koelmans
et al., 2017; Chiba et al., 2018) our results suggest that while
MPs were numerous (14 million tonnes), sediments account
for but a minuscule proportion of the ocean’s “missing plastic”
(Thompson et al., 2004).
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